Welcome to the Test Wear Program at Bravado Designs. We truly value and respect our volunteer
moms who take time out of their increasingly busy lives to come visit us.
We believe we are leaders in our field in that we test all of our new and existing products on real
pregnant and nursing moms. The ideal time for us to do this is in the first 2-8 months postpartum,
although we do occasionally see moms who are still nursing up to their baby turning a year old. We find
that this early time is most effective for us in testing the performance of our nursing garments. This is a
time when the breastfeeding pattern is frequent and the size of the breasts are still fluctuating.
The purpose of our program is to see your body type in our different designs and to keep a record of the
varying styles that you tried, and how each one fit you. We are not only looking at size, but also the
shape of breasts. Some designs may fit slightly differently on you, and we know that not all our styles
will suit every body type. However, as much as possible, and with your help our goal is to have our
garments fit the majority. We are proud to say that some of our products range from a 32 band up to a
44, and from a B/C cup up to an L/M cup, so we can accommodate a large cross section of nursing
mamas!
At your initial fitting appointment you will be measured by our Bravado Certified Fitter. We aim to make
you as comfortable as possible; respecting your personal boundaries and comfort zones. However, part
of our program requires our fitters to be a little 'hands-on' to ensure a proper fit. We will then fit you in
a range of our products that are suitable for your size, and the stage in your nursing or pregnancy
journey. We require 'headless' pictures of you in our garments for internal use only. Occasionally, other
Bravado Designs employees (all female) may request to be present during your fitting. Once again, we
will always ask first. In return for your generous help, time and feedback we will provide you with a
complimentary Bravado product to take home.
Please note, if you are fit while you are pregnant we may contact you again after your baby’s due date
to arrange for you to come back in and be re-fit, as we know that your body shape and size will likely
change once your milk comes in.
The information collected during your fitting will then be stored in our Test Wear database. If our Design
or Production departments are working on a new concept or improving an existing product in your size
range we may contact you to come back for additional fittings. You will be given a new product to take
home after each appointment that you attend.
Follow up after a fitting will be in the form of an online questionnaire regarding the product that you
take home.
Thank you so much for investing your time in our Test Wear Program, we truly appreciate your time,
commitment and of course your feedback, all of which help make our maternity and nursing products
the best that they can be!

